SecureShoe Scanner
The continued escalation of global terrorism requires
new and improved security measures to combat them.
SecureShoe provides airport managers, railroad
stations, prisons, stadiums, and VIP security agencies,
the first simple to use, automatic, highly reliable,
speedy and cost-effective metal detection solution for
shoes and the lower body.
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The Problem
Terrorism is a clear and present danger that has grown
to global proportions and threatens the very fabric of
our daily lives. Our current arsenal of tools is lacking.
Walk-though gate detectors are not reliable in
detecting metal in shoes or on the lower body
extremities. As a result, passengers at airport security
check-in are required to remove their shoes to pass
'securely', causing passenger discomfort, anxiety and
annoyance, air traffic delays and most importantly,
compromised security!
The Solution
SecureShoe not only closes this gap, but it speeds
passengers quickly and easily through security, without compromising safety; alleviating
passenger tension and reducing departure delays.
SecureShoe is a new and unique metal detector for
shoes and the lower body extremities that is suited for
many applications including airports, railway stations,
prisons, stadiums, and any other high security portals
such as VIP homes and offices, office buildings, and
more.
Product benefits
SecureShoe is fast, automatic and easy to use, taking
only 1.6 seconds to check each person. It detects
reliably without the need to remove shoes. SecureShoe
is a compact, portable and user friendly system that
easily integrates into standard security procedures, and
is manned by the existing security personnel.
SecureShoe dramatically reduces flight departure
delays due to increased security checks. SecureShoe
dramatically reduces smuggling in shoes at border
crossings and prisons.
Key benefits of the Secure Shoe Scanner
Passengers are more relaxed and can be confident in the high priority being
placed on their safety;
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SecureShoe Scanner
Airport managers and Airlines will see a reduction in the number of delayed
flights;
Security personnel will have an efficient and reliable system for checking
passenger’s footwear.
Technical Information:
Detection
SecureShoe:
Detects all metals, both ferrous and non-ferrous;
Ignores metal objects normally found inside shoes;
Detects metal objects that should not be inside or alongside shoes, by
distinguishing between the right and left shoes;
Indicates the presence of metal objects located near or above the ankle.
Sensitivity
Using the most sensitive setting, the sensors are able
to detect objects as small as a cardboard knife blade.
Exterior extension detectors detect metal objects as
large as handguns or gun parts.
Detection Time
Maximum 1.6 seconds.
Remote Box Indicators
Power on: yellow LED;
Under test: yellow LED;
Metal difference warning: red LED (indicator will remain lit until next test);
Metal difference pass: green LED (indicator will remain lit until next test);
Connection cable: 5-meter (16.4 feet) cable with D-type connectors.
Power Supply
External power supply 220V (110V);
Internal 12V rechargeable battery with built-in charger (battery operation time: 4
hours).
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Dimensions
Weight: 25kg (49 lbs.);
Size: 60cm x 50cm (23.6" x 19.7");
Footstep Height: 16cm (6.3").

